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Bird Ballad Laser
Cut Card

ard created using no stamped images.

Supplies needed:



Bird Ballad Laser-Cut Cards & Tin

[149595]

Bird Ballad Designer Series Paper

[149592]

Petal Pink 1/4" (6.4 Mm) Metallic-Edge

Ribbon [151194]

Stitched Shapes Dies [152323]

Sprig Punch [148012]

Gold Foil Sheets [132622]

Crumb Cake 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

[120953]

Pool Party 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

[122924]

Layering Circles Dies [151770]

Project Recipe:

1. Measurements:

DSP - 4 3/16" x 5 1/2" 

- 2 1/2" x 2 1/2" for Starburst circle 

- 5 1/2" x 2 1/2" for envelope flap

Pool Party - 3 3/4" x 3 3/4" fpr stitched circle

Gold Foil - scrap for Sprig Punch 

Crumb Cake - scrap for Sprig Punch

Petal Pink Ribbon - 5"

2. 1 - Thread Petal Pink ribbon through the top 2 circles on the laser cut card

and tie in a square knot.

2 - Attach the starburst punch circle to the Pool Party Stitched Circle.

3 - Using Sprig punch, punch one sprig from Gold Foil paper and one from

Crumb Cake.

4 - Using the DSP that has all the printed birds, fussy cut one bird, Attach the

Gold Spring to the top back of the bird and the attach the Crumb Cake sprig to

the bottom back of the bird,

5 - Using dimensionals, attach the bird to the layered circles. Set this piece

aside.
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3. 6 - Open the Laser Cut card (portrait orientation) and apply a thin coat of

liquid glue around the outside edge of the card front. Attach the larger piece of

DSP over the laser cut side, making sure it clears the scoreline so that the

card will close with no obstruction.

7 - Attach the finished Bird Circle to the front of the laser cut card, positioning it

just below the Petal Pink ribbon. Stamp your sentiment of choice on the inside

of the card.

8 - Take the 5 1/2" x 2 1/2" piece of DSP and lay it under the envelope flap and

trace the outline. Fussy cut the DSP and apply it to the top of the envelope

flap with liquid glue.

You are finished!


